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in which the practice of responsible government is
best understood. The next step to the ultimate goal
in view is a commonwealth of nations, an inter-
national commonwealth in the real sense of those
words. By this I mean a commonwealth which in-
cludes nations recognised as separate one from
another, with distinctive national governments of
their own. But I also mean a commonwealth which
is a state in the genuine sense of that term, one in
which these self-governing nations are all included,
with a government competent to control those issues
which national commonwealths cannot control, the
issues of peace and war and all that relates thereto.
Such a government must be responsible, not to the
national governments which the commonwealth in-
cludes, but to the people they represent. That is the
crux of the whole matter.
If such an international commonwealth were real-
ised, and maintained its existence for a few genera-
tions, a change would quickly take place in the
minds of its citizens. Their sense of devotion to the
commonwealth as a whole would grow as the sense
of loyalty in American States grew to the national
commonwealth in which they were merged. The idea
that supreme devotion can be rendered by men to
some unit which is wider and more scattered than a
national state would be proved in practice. The
real obstacle which is barring progress to a world
commonwealth is this deeply rooted obsession that
the ultimate devotion which inspires men in the mass
to dedicate their wealth and their lives to each other
cannot, in fact, be rendered to any unit that is not of
the nature of a national state. The actual creation of
an international unit to which such devotion is effect-
ively rendered would cut this obsession at its root.
Its visible existence would convince an ever-increas-
ing number of people that a commonwealth inclusive
of all nations, a government of man responsible to

